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Slidex Activation Code is a simple tool
designed to catalogue your slides /

photos or other items. Slidex Features:
Indexing using flashcards - Slides can

be arranged using sliding cards.
Alphabetical navigation for slides - As
slides are added to the Index they are

added to the Index database
alphabetically. Automatic backup (for

backup) - Slides and trays can be
backup automatically to a directory.

Backup is done every time any one of
the many features are used. Copy and
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paste support for slides - Copying and
pasting slides will create a new slide
with the same folder and name. Color
coded trays - Trays can be highlighted

using various colors to facilitate
searching. Search for slides - A variety

of search methods are available
including search of the text in the slide.
Easy to use - The program is simple to

use and requires little more than
adding files and creating some folders.
High resolution - Slides can be viewed
at a high resolution (300 dpi) with 1

picture per 1.5 cm. This is particularly
useful for printing. The resolution can
be changed. Image sequences - Slides

can be viewed using a sequence of
images. Just drag and drop - The tool is
highly intuitive. You can drag files from

explorer, use the 'Select Folders'
function to browse folders or you can
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use the 'Add Folder' tool to add folders
and files. Just drag and drop - The tool
is highly intuitive. You can drag files

from explorer, use the 'Select Folders'
function to browse folders or you can

use the 'Add Folder' tool to add folders
and files. All themes (white and black) -

A wide variety of themes (white and
black) are available. (For black themes

there must be at least 5 slides.) You
can also add themes. A Variety of

Themes - A wide variety of themes are
available. You can also add themes.

Installed on every PC - Slidex is a
simple tool designed to catalogue your

slides / photos or other items. Quick
Access - The program can be accessed
using the menu on the taskbar. View

slides in any order - If you want to view
slides in any order you can use the

'View' function. The order chosen can
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be saved. Slide numbering - The
program can be used to number slides.
Up to 10 slides can be numbered. Date

Slidex [2022]

Slidex is a simple tool designed to help
index slides or other items. It can index
anything that is contained in multiple
boxes and sub-boxes Key Features: -
Simple to use - easy controls - Online

help - easy access to help information -
Create your own indexes - designed for

storing more than the standard slide
indexes - Ability to name items in any
way you wish - No data conversion or
files sizes changes - Can be used in

conjunction with the help documents -
Can be used for backing up a number
of items in one go - Automatic slide

numbering - Full screen display - Slides
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directory can be created from within
the program and so can have a name
of your choice - System Information -

Basic statistics on your slides -
Program status and crash reports -

Slides can be indexed in any number of
selected indexes, these can be saved

to a directory - New feature - summary
index can be saved to a directory -

New feature - summary index can be
shown on the screen - New feature -
you can create a hidden file called

"slides" within the folder that contains
your index items - New feature - box

title can be set as the name of an
object - New feature - original folder
name can be set as a name - New

feature - split box structure - makes it
easier to have sub-boxes - New feature
- you can rename the index folders and
all the items within those folders - New
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feature - file extension can be set as
any number from "0" to "9" and so can
have the same extension - Boxes can
be renamed automatically when items
are renamed - One slide can be placed

in multiple boxes or one box can
contain more than one slide - You can
associate boxes with a theme - Show

the original folder of a slide - Show the
folder and the path of a slide - Show a
slide's position in an index - Use your
own.au3 extension - Create an item in
a new menu - Create a new menu and
new menu items - Create a menu item
at any point in the program - Insert an

item into a menu - Automatic slide
numbering - Automatic slide

numbering - Edit Boxes - Edit slide
information - View slides - Sort or Sort
Alphabetically - Group slides per box -
Change the default width of a column -
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Change the default column size -
Automatic backup of slide indexes -
Automatic backup of slide indexes

b7e8fdf5c8
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Slidex Product Key Free [Win/Mac]

What's New in the Slidex?

It organizes your slides or photos or
other items into logically named
folders. You can make changes without
using the program. Quick start : 1)
Open slidex.exe. 2) Select "Index
Images" 3) Select the folder name in
which the images should be copied
from. 4) Click "OK" 5) Select the folder
name in which the images should be
copied to. 6) Click "OK" Features: 1)
Automatic recovery 2) Supports folders
that contain 'Trays' each of which can
hold up to 100 slides. 3) Provides a
backup facility and warns when backup
is advisable. 4) Can have a maximum
of 4 'Tray Groups' 5) Can arrange the
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index details using 'Tag' and 'Tag
Filter' 6) Can choose to include or
exclude slides from the index. 7) Can
name different sized pictures
differently in the index 8) Can place
images in the index in random order or
by set number. If you have any
questions, ideas or comments please
email me Currently version 9.0.0.33.
And it works on most systems. It will
also store a backup of your slides and
will search for said slides the next time
it is started. However a note of caution
- If you are using the program to index
your slides, it is advisable that you do
not use the program whilst indexing!
You can still use it to search but not to
index. You can also batch rename and
store many index documents at once.
If you have any questions or problems
with this program please email me.
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What's new in this version: 1. Indexes
with small file size. 2. Moved properties
to a tab in the index document
window. 3. Option to not show the
collapsed/expanded tabs in the index
document window (in the form of a
check box) 4. Batch index creation and
deletion of index documents. 5.
Support for setting the new index and
backup files in Windows Vista and
Windows 7. 6. Small changes to the
program and the manual. 7. Bug fixes.
This is the index program for my new
'Index Tool' program. This program
enables you to use the search
capabilities of this index program to
access your slides. The program also
remembers where your slides are
located and then uses the program to
index them every time it is started. In
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System Requirements For Slidex:

A computer with 128 MB or more RAM.
NOTE: NVIDIA RTX on the following
generation of GPUs will not work
properly. (Note: if you purchase an
NVIDIA GTX 10 series GPU, it will be
fine.) Support for older generation of
GPUs will be added after release.
Please contact us if you have any
questions. [Supported models] About
‘There are a few countries where it is
not possible to purchase and use an
item’ There are a few countries where
it is not possible to purchase
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